No specific requirements but NSF website recommends visual inspections frequently. Manual (pg 39) & Website (Testing & Set-up Verification Procedure document): Proper operation of the SR-500 must be verified by restricting flow to the pump while running in any of the normal operating modes. Instructions for test **All tests must result in release of suction from pump within 4.5 seconds**

Website (Testing & Set-up Verification Procedure document http://b2b.bel-aqua.com/customer/beposu/VGB/Testing%20&%20Set-
Manual (pg 13): The Hayward Stratum VR500 and VR1000 perform a complete internal system test during every start-up sequence. Should anything change with the
Manual (pg 8): To test the operation of the MVFUSE
Manual (pg 9): The Vac-Alert SVRS must be routinely tested to ensure ongoing safe operation of the unit. It is required that the SVRS be tested, per the prescribed
Manual (pg 18): Professional service technician qualified in pool/spa
Manual (pg 2): The PSP Automatic Shut Off device requires testing every time the filters are backwashed or every 7-days to ensure the correct operation and
Manual (pg 1): Owner
Manual (pg 1): The SVRS must be calibrated for the pool and tested monthly.
Licensed pool contractor or a Florida licensed Professional Engineer
Multiple drain systems require periodic visual inspection to see that flow through the drains is not stopped by debris or other blockage. The critical entrapment prevention function of multiple drains is the condition

Sting-L Devices
Pentair Intellipro and Pentair Intelliflo SVRS Pumps
MVFUSE
Hayward Ecostar SVRS Pumps

Email from company: We recommend that your inspectors ask to see a log of the tests being
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